A fully three-dimensional particle-in-cell simulation model was developed to obtain ion propulsion charge-exchange plasma environment over the entire downstream-toupstream region for the Deep Space 1 (DS1) spacecraft. Simulations are compared with in-flight measurements of charge-exchange plasma from the Ion Propulsion Diagnostics Subsystem on DS1, and the results show an excellent agreement. It is found that the plasma environment of DS1 spacecraft is dominated by the charge-exchange plasma from the plume. For a typical ion thruster operating condition, the charge exchange plasma near the spacecraft surface has a density ranging from lo6 c m -3 at the thruster end to lo4 ~7 -n -~ at the opposite end, and a current density ranging from to lo-' A /~r n -~. It is shown that for an interplanetary spacecraft with a moderate charging potential, charge-exchange ion backflow is through an expansion process similar to that of the expansion of a mesothermal plasma into a vacuum. 0
Introduction
Ion propulsion devices are valued as a high-specific impulse class of space propulsion. NASA's New Millennium Deep Space One (DS1) marks the beginning of interplanetary missions using spacecraft operated with ion propulsion. Using a 30cm diameter Xenon ion thruster as its primary propulsion, DS1 successfully flew by asteroid Braille on July 28, 1999, and is currently on a trajectory for a possible encounter with comet Borrelly in 2001.
An ion thrusters propels a spacecraft by continuously emitting a partially ionized gas. An ion thruster plume is composed of propellant efflux (high energy beam ions, neutralizing electrons, and un-ionized neutrals that escaped through the ion optics and from the neutralizer), nonpropellant efflux (material sputtered from thruster components and the neutralizer), and a low-energy chargeexchange plasma generated by collisions between the beam ions and the neutrals within the plume.
It is well. known that both the low energy charge-exchange ions and the ionized sputtered particles can be pushed out of the plume by local electric field and backflow to interact with spacecraft [Carruth,l981, 19821. As the propellant charge-exchange ion is the dominant backflow species, the characteristics of ion thruster plume-spacecraft interactions are primarily determined by the charge-exchange plasma environment. Charge exchange ions can affect spacecraft charging by interacting with the solar arrays and any exposed conducting surface. Charge exchange ions can affect space plasma measurements performed on-board by interacting with the ambient plasma and by dominating the local plasma environment surrounding spacecraft. For a Xenon ion thruster, the Xenon chargeexchange ions do not directly contaminate spacecraft surface because X e is not a contaminating species. Spacecraft contamination is caused by the backflow of sputtered grid material, which is molybdenum. Deposition of molybdenum particles can cause property changes on thermal and optical surfaces. However, the charge exchange plasma may play an important role in the backflow of contaminating species through its effects on the electric field and plasma sheath surrounding spacecraft, which in turn controls the trajectories of any ionized particles near spacecraft. Effects from charge exchange plasma interactions are especially important for an interplanetary spacecraft. This is because the density of the solar wind plasma is only about 1 to 10 particles per m3, and thus the spacecraft plasma environment will be dominated by the charge-exchange plasma from the thruster plume.
The DS1 mission provides the first ever comprehensive in-flight investigations of ion thruster plume-spacecraft interactions. DS1 carries an integrated set of ion propulsion diagnostic package, Ion propulsion Diagnostic System (IDS), and a state-of-the-art plasma sensor, Plasma Experiment for Plntlctiiry Exploration (PEPE). Both IDS and PEPE have proclucecl high quality data concerning ion thruster plume-spacecraft interactions. DS1 measurelnents of ion propulsion plasma environment were recently reported by Wan9 et al. [2000] . DS1 measurements of ion propulsion contamination are reported by Brinza et al.[2000] in the same issue. Subsequent publications of further data analysis work are also being planned. Since IDS and PEPE make only single point measurements, modeling is essential to provide a more complete description of plume-spacecraft interactions. A set of computer particle simulation based numerical models has been developed to assist the data analysis and interpretation. This paper reports results from a modeling investigation of ion propulsion plasma environment of DSl.
Computer particle simulation has proven to be the best tool available for modeling plasma plume-spacecraft interactions. Recently, several computer particle simulation models have beep developed for ion thruster plume [Samanutu Roy,1996; Wang et aZ.,1996; Kutz et uE.,1997; VanGiZder et uZ.,1997] . However, most of the simulation studies published so far have focused on the region downstream of the thruster exit. None of the published studies have modeled the charge-exchange plasma in the entire upstream region of the thruster exit. It is the upstream region that is most relevant for assessment of effects from plume-spacecraft interactions.
In this paper, we present a 3-dimensional particle-in-cell model which simulates charge-exchange ion interactions over an entire downstream-to-upstream region surrounding a spacecraft. Using measured in-flight ion thruster operation parameters as input, this model is applied to obtain ion propulsion induced plasma environment surrounding DS1. Section 2 briefly describes the DS1 spacecraft, ion thruster operation parameters, and in-flight measurements of the ion propulsion charge-exchange plasma. Section 3 discusses the simulation model. Section 4 presents simulation results and compares them with in-flight measurements. Section 5 contains conclusions. Figure 1 illustrates the DSl spacecraft with deployed solar arrays. The DS1 spacecraft bus plus the propulsion module is essentially a hexagon cylinder with about 1.6m in height and 1.2m in diameter. In the local coordinate shown in Figure 1 , the spacecraft orientation is such that the thrust vector is along the "z axis and the solar array face is almost always facing the +z axis. are co-located at about 75 cm from the thruster centerline. PEPE is located on the surface at the opposite end from the thruster. For detailed discussions of the IDS and PEPE instruments, the readers are referred to [ Wung et uZ.,2000] and [Brinzu et ul.,2000] .
DS1 Spacecraft and In-Flight Measurement

Spacecraft
Ion Thruster Plume
The 30 cm diameter NSTAR (NASA Solar electric propulsion Technology Application Readiness) xenon ion thruster used on DSl has an input power range of 500 to 2300 W. The propellant X e + ions are accelerated through a molybdenum grid to form a beam with an energy Eb up to 1100 eV (exit beam velocity of 'ub 2i 3.5 x lo6 cm/s), and a current I6 up to 1.8 A. At full thrust level, the thruster produces a thrust of 92 mN and a specific impulse of about 3100s. Measurements have shown that the propellant ions form a divergent beam with a divergence half angle of about 15' to 20' due to the curvature of the thruster exit surface. The ion beam is kept quasi-neutral by electrons emitted from the neutralizer.
The propellant that remains un-ionized flows out of the thruster exit in free molecular flow with a thermal speed corresponding to the thruster wall temperature of Tw -500 K (0.04 eV).
The density of the neutral plume typically remains quasi-steady due to the low charge-exchange collision rate. One can estimate the average neutral density at thruster exit, nno, from the measured main flow rate, cathode flow rate, and the discharge propellant efficiency q d . Assuming that the un-ionized propellant exits through the grids in free-molecular flow with a temperature close to that of the thruster discharge chamber walls T ! , nno can be calculated from:
where f i n is the number of X e particles per second, and is converted from the discharge chamber flow rate, m d = (1 -qd)(7jZm + 7jzc). An is the flow-through area through the grids and is about 0.24 of the thruster exit area for the NSTAR thruster.
Charge-exchange collisions will occur between the beam ions and the neutrals. The average where 71bO is the average beam ion density at the thruster exit, nbO = I b / ( e v b A ) , and CrCex the charge-exchange ion collision cross section. G c e x can be estimated from curve fitting of the measured collision cross section for X e + -X e charge-exchange [Rapp,1962; Sarnantu Roy et aL.19961: where Wb is beam ion velocity with unit in m/s, IC1 = -0.8821, and k2 = 15.1262.
Engine Parameter and In-Flight Measurement
The NSTAR ion thruster can be operated over a wide range of engine parameters [ Polk et a1.,1999] .
A thruster flight throttle table is also listed in Table 1 of [Brinza et al.,2000] . For comparison with in-flight measurement, we consider a typical engine operating condition in this paper, mission throttle level (ML) 83. ML 83 is chosen because it is one of the highest power levels at which the thruster has operated during the entire DS1 mission. It is also an operat-ing condition which was monitored by simultaneous IDS and PEPE measurements [ Wung et aZ.,2000] . ML 83 has an engine input power of 1.82 kW and a specific impulses of 3189s. From flight data, we find the values of beam current Ib, beam ion energy Eb, and discharge propellant efficiency q d for ML 83 to be I b = 1.40A, E b 2: 1095eV, and r]d 2: 0.88, respectively [Wang et a1.,2000] . Using these data, one readily calculates the beam plasma density, neutral density, and the charge-exchange ion production rate near the thruster exit. The results are listed in Table 1 .
The induced plasma environment for ion thruster operation at ML 83 was measured by both IDS and PEPE on January 22, 1999 [Wang et ul.,2000] . F'rom IDS measurements, we have obtained the average plume potential Q p with respect to the potential of the spacecraft ground Q s c g , and the local plasma conditions at the location of IDS, including the plasma potential @ I D S with respect to Q s c g , the charge-exchange ion current density J,,, and number density n,,,, average energy of charge exchange ions Ecex, and electron temperature Te. The results are listed in the upper part of Table 2 . PEPE also observed the Xenon charge-exchange ions, and has conclusively shown that charge-exchange ions from the plume can backflow to the opposite side of spacecraft. PEPE data is still being analyzed to obtain physical parameters for the chargeexchange plasma.
PEPE has a lower energy cut-off of f 8 Volt for instrument protection. The DS1 spacecraft floating potential cannot be determined from PEPE measurements of the solar wind because it falls undttr this lower energy cut-off threshold. PEPE rneasllrements during the mission has suggested that any change in spacecraft potential due to ion thrllster operation is within the f 8 Volt range.
3-Dimensional Particle Simulation Model
A 3-dimensional electrostatic particle-in-cell (PIC) code is developed to solve self-consistently the particle trajectories and space charge for the charge-exchange plasma, and the electric field surrounding the spacecraft. Since our emphasis here is on charge exchange ion backflow, only the charge-exchange ions are treated as test particles.
The basic formulation for charge-exchange ion production is similar to that used in [Samanta Roy et a1.,1996]. The density distribution of the propellant beam ions nb(Z) is modeled by an analytically profile because the propellant beam ions follow a ballistic trajectory due to their high energy. We assume that the radial current density profile of the beam ions to follow a parabolic core and an exponential wing. The density distribution of the neutral plume n,(Z) is also modeled analytically as that of a free molecular flow from a point source located at one thruster radius TT behind the thruster exit. The density distribution of the neutral plume is given by:
where R is the distance to the point source, 8 is the angle between R and the downstream axis, and a is a correction factor. Using the analytical profiles for the beam ions and the neutral plume, one obtains the spatial distribution of the charge-exchange ion production rates where dnCe,0/dt is the average charge exchange ion production rate at the thruster exit. The values nbo, n ,~, and dnce,o/dt can be obtained from ion engine operation parameters, as discussed in Section 2.2.
Test particles
to the volumetric from using a standard representing charge-exchange ions are generated at each time step according production rate of eq(5). The trajectory of each charged particle is integrated leapfrog scheme. A "gather" step interpolates the fields from grid points to particle positions, and a "scatter" step deposits the charge of each test particle to grid points.
A commonly used assumption i n p l x m a plume modeling is that the electron density may be described by the Boltzmann relationship [Samanta Roy et a1.,1'396; ; VunGilder et a1.,1999] . I n principal, one may employ full particle simulations using test particles to represent both the ions and electrons. Such an approach has been applied recently for field-emitter electric propulsion thruster plume [ Tajmar and Wang,2000] . Full particle simulations typically require the use of an artificial ion to electron mass ratio to reduce the difference between the electron and ion time scales for computational reasons. The plasma plume is a mesothermal plasma i.e., the directed ion velocity is much larger than the ion thermal velocity but much smaller than the electron thermal velocity. To correctly model a mesothermal plasma in a full particle simulation model,
an extremely large ion to electron mass would need to be used. This makes it computationally very ineffective and expansive to model charge-exchange plasma interactions using full particle simulations. Hence, the assumption of a Boltzmann electron distribution is also adopted in this study.
We take the reference point for the Boltzmann relation to be the thruster exit condition, and the electron density distribution is given by where ne0 = nbO is the average plasma density at thruster exit and QPo is the plume potential near thruster exit. In previous studies such as [Samanta Roy et aZ.,1996a] , the reference point is taken to be the ambient plasma condition, implying that the neutralization of charge exchange ions is provided by the ambient electrons. Such an assumption is not appropriate here because the DSl ion thruster operates in the interplanetary plasma environment where the median observed solar wind density is n,, N 6.9 c m -3 [GosZing,1999] . At such a low density, the ambient plays no role in neutralizing the charge-exchange ions. The nature of this model is such that both the electron temperature Te and the plume potential need to be specified by other means. By taking into account of geometric symmetry, the simulation presented in this paper includes only a quarter-size of the spacecraft and part of one solar array. We take the somulation domain to be in the -IC, y, and -2 region. The origin of the coordinate system is at (-IC, y, -2 ) = (1,1,1).
T,he spacecraft centerline is placed at the ( -x , y) = (1,l) axis and thrust vector is along the Out of considerations for computational efficiency and speed for large scale 3-dimensional simulations, the computational grid is chosen to be a uniform grids To capture the details in the high density region near thruster exit, one could use an adaptive grid such as tetrahedral cells or non-orthogonal grids. However, these PIC codes are computationally significantly more expansive than a standard orthogonal grid PIC code because of the added complexity and memory references needed for particle tracking [Wung et u1.,1999] . Our main interest is in the upstream region where the particle density is significantly lower then that at thruster exit. Hence, we find that it is much more efficient to apply the computational resources on tracking more particles to increase the particle statistics in the backflow region.
Results and Discussions
In this section, we present simulation results for the ion engine operating condition ML 83. As discussed in last section, the input parameters for the simulation model are nb0, n,o, dncez0/dt, T e , and QPo -Qsc. The values for n b 0 , n ,~, and dncezo/dt are obtained from ion engine operation parameters, and are listed in Table 1 . IDS measures ' 2 ' ' and the average plume potential near thruster exit Q, with respect to the spacecraft ground Qscg. To a good approximation, we assume QPo -Q,, = Q p -Qscg. The measured values for T e and Q p -Qscg are listed in Table 2 .
In the simulation, the potential on the spacecraft and solar array surface is set at Qsc. We emphasis that the electric potential of the spacecraft-plume system is floating with respect to the ambient. Hence, only the relative potential difference QPo -Qsc is a meaningful parameter.
The relative potential difference between Qsc and the ambient potential is not known o prior.
Howcvcr, when a steady state is reached, the potential at simulation outer bounchry represents the ambient potential with respect to the spacecraft.
In the simulations, the grid resolution is chosen mainly to resolve the charge exchange plasma in the backflow region. Here, the grid resolution is taken to be dcell 'v Once outsitle the beam region, the charge exchange ions start to expand and interact with the spacecraft. As evident from the c and d panels in Figure 4 through 7, an expansion fan structure is generated at the edge of thruster exit surface at "z = 48 . The velocities of the charge exchange ions are turned gradually from the radially outward direction in the downstream region to the +z direction near spacecraft surface.
We find that the problem of charge-exchange plasma backflow has the same physics underlying the problem of plasma expansion into a vacuum or plasma wake (see, for example, [ Wang and Hustings, 1991a,b; and references there in] ). Unless the spacecraft is highly charged, the fundamental process is governed by the expansion of a mesothermal plasma. The plasma expansion is similar to the Prandtl-Meyer expansion of a supersonic gas flow over a convex corner [ Wang and Hustings, l99la] . The expansion fan is a presheath for the spacecraft, which turns the trajectories of the charge-exchange ions into the upstream direction. until they enter into the sheath of spacecraft.
As a result of charge-exchange ion backflow, the spacecraft sees a subsential charge exchange ion density. In Figure 8 , we plot the potential, charge exchange ion number density, and current density along several x axis in the y = 1 plane. The charge-exchange ion density near spacecraft ranges from lo6 m-3 at "z = 50 (the thruster end) to lo4 m-3 at "z = 24 (the opposite end). As the charge-exchange plasma density near spacecraft is at least about three orders of magnitude larger than the solar wind plasma density, the plasma environment of DS1 spacecraft is completely dominated by the charge-exchange plasma in the plume.
The thickness of plasma sheath surrounding a spacecraft is about a few Debye length of the surrounding plasma. The Debye length under typical solar wind conditions is on the order of 10 m. The Debye length in a charge-exchange plasma environment with a density of lo4 me3 is on the order of 10 cm. Hence, ion thruster operation will reduce the thickness of the plasma sheath surrounding DS1 from O(10) m to O(10) cm. As a result, the spacecraft potential will be shield in the immediate vicinity. The thin sheath is evident in both the potential contour plots and in Figure 8a .
The simulation also suggests the spacecraft floating potential relative to the ambient. In Figure 8a , the spacecraft potential is set at GSc = 0 V. The potential at the simulation boundary is floating with respect to the spacecraft. Figure 8a suggests that the spacecraft potential is about -5 V with respect to the plasma at "infinity".
In Table 2 , we compare simulation results' with IDS measurements. The simulation results are taken at a grid point at a location similar to that of IDS. We find that the charge-exchange plssrna, density matchs each other within ;I factor of 1.2, and the current density matchs each other within a factor of 1.7. The major uncertainties in the simulation model include the following: the assumption that the input value of Qpo -a,, is taken to be the measured value of GPthe negligence of any differential charging that may present; and the validity of Boltzmann relationship for the electrons. Considering all the simplifications and assumptions involved in our simulation model, the agreement between the simulation and measurement is very remarkable.
Conclusions
A fully 3-dimensional particle-in-cell simulation model of ion propulsion plasma plume was developed. This model was applied to obtain the induced charge-exchange plasma environment over the entire downstream-to-upstream region surrounding the DS1 spacecraft. Using the inflight ion thruster operating condition as input parameters, the simulation results and measured charge-exchange ion parameters from IDS are in excellent agreement.
For an interplanetary spacecraft, the physics underlying charge-exchange plasma spacecraft interaction is the same as that of plasma expansion into a vacuum or plasma wake. Once outside the beam, the charge-exchange ions undergo an expansion process which gradually turns their velocity vector from the radially outward direction to the upstream direction. As a result, the DS1 spacecraft is immersed in a dense charge-exchange plasma environment. Near the spacecraft surface from the thruster end to the opposite end, the charge exchange plasma density ranges from lo6 to lo4 ~m -~, and the charge-exchange current density ranges from A /~n z -~ to lod9 A / c~-~, for a typical ion thruster operating condition. As the charge-exchange plasma density near spacecraft is at least about three orders of magnitude larger than the solar wind plasma density, the plasma environment of DS1 spacecraft is completely dominated by the chargeexchange plasma in the plume. Since the spacecraft potential is shielded by the thin sheath in the charge-exchange plasma, spacecraft charging potential will not have any significant effect on the backflow of the ionized molybdenum particles sputtered from the thruster. 
